
C A S E  S T U D Y

Improving Subscriber Satisfaction and Troubleshooting Efficiency 
with Flow Analyze

T H E  C H A L L E N G E
Founded in 1955, Custer Telephone Cooperative, Inc. (CTCI) serves a number of communities in Custer and Lemhi 
Counties, Idaho, offering voice, video, wireless, cable, and high-speed data services over GPON, point-to-point Gigabit 
Ethernet (GE), and DSL technologies.   In this rural area, many CTCI subscribers rely on their broadband service 
for critical applications such as home businesses and online education. In addition, CTCI provides high-speed data 
services for a 22,000-acre molybdenum (moly) mine.   Committed to delivering the highest quality of service to its 
subscribers, CTCI built a fully-redundant network, powered by Calix C- and E-Series platforms.  However, when a 
distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack hit the CTCI network, 750 subscribers were impacted, bringing Internet 
speeds to a crawl. 

T H E  S O L U T I O N
CTCI’s Internet Operations Team fielded customer complaint calls for two days, as they worked to determine the cause 
of the issue.  Both free and for-purchase online software solutions proved to be inadequate, as they could not provide 
the visibility into the network and its various elements that CTCI required to combat the attack.  After losing valuable 
time and resources, CTCI turned to Calix and its Compass Flow Analyze, which it was not previously subscribed to.  In 
one hour, the Compass team had configured CTCI’s system and had them up and running with Flow Analyze.  Only 30 
minutes after coming online with Flow Analyze, CTCI was able to locate and isolate the IP address that was causing 
the attack.  By setting up a few rules, the attack had been shut down and customers were back up and running with 
high-speed data service. 
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T H E  R E S U LT S
Within 90 minutes, CTCI’s Internet Operations Team was able to use Calix Flow Analyze to diagnose and rapidly eliminate 
a DDoS attack that up to that point had affected 750 customers. This attack was responsible for two full days of network 
troubleshooting and extraordinary efforts to keep these customers satisfied.  Now, CTCI is using Flow Analyze to monitor 
thousands of endpoints across their network and has seen a number of on-going benefits:��

�  Improved Subscriber Experience:��  With Flow Analyze, CTCI has had quicker time-to-resolution of network problems 
by correlating performance problems to specific IP addresses and applications within the home or business. For 
example, when customers complain of slow Internet service, CTCI has the network visibility to locate endpoints that 
may be causing the problem, such the hijacking of unsecured wireless routers or the use of gaming or over-the-top 
(OTT) applications that are impacting performance throughout the rest of the home network, and addressing them.

�  Improved Efficiency:��  Heightened levels of visibility have allowed the Internet Operations Team to spend less time on 
troubleshooting new issues and more time on network upgrades and new services that bring in new revenues and 
further enhance customer satisfaction.

�  Reduction in Truck Rolls:��  In the past, when a subscriber’s online speed tests were below normal levels, CTCI would 
dispatch a technician to troubleshoot at a customer premises.  Now, many truck rolls are avoided as the issue is often 
identified through Flow Analyze.

�  Enhanced Network Visibility and Tools:�� CTCI found that other software tools could only address small parts of 
their network or minor issues.  Flow Analyze takes a holistic view of the network, both in real-time and with historic 
recording features.  On those occasions when real-time views are not sufficient (intermittent problems, after-hours 
network usage), the recording features can help business customers troubleshoot their own networks 

T H E  F U T U R E 
CTCI is expanding its use of Flow Analyze, training more technicians on the software. In addition, CTCI plans to take 
advantage of  many Flow Analyze in-depth reporting features, including top users and bandwidth trend charts. In addition, 
Flow Analyze lays the foundation for new revenue-generating services for CTCI, and continues to strengthen the 
relationship between the company and its subscribers. As CTCI looks further into the future and its transition to IPv6, Flow 
Analyze will continue to provide visibility into their network, for both types of network addresses.
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“If a customer calls with a 

slow Internet complaint now, 

the first place I look now is 

Flow Analyze. It has saved 

time and resources for my 

team from the very first day 

and helped us to keep our 

customers satisfied.”

 –  Ben Glenn, 
Internet Operations Supervisor, 
CTCI


